C# Essentials

Common Data Types
- int
- char
- float
- double
- decimal
- bool
- string

Variable Declaration
- data-type variable-name = value

Array Declaration
- data-type[] array-name = { value, value, value, ... }

Comments
- // Single-line comment
- /* Multi-line comment */

Arithmetic Operators
- + Add (or concatenate strings)
- - Subtract
- * Multiply
- / Divide
- % Modulus
- ++ Increment
- -- Decrement

Comparison Operators
- == Equal
- != Not equal
- < Less than
- <= Less or equal
- > Greater than
- >= Greater or equal

Logical Operators
- && Logical AND
- || Logical OR
- ! Logical NOT

Assignment Operators
- = Assign
- += Add and assign
- -= Subtract and assign
- *= Multiply and assign
- /= Divide and assign
- %= Modulus and assign

Ternary Operator
- ( condition ) ? statement : statement
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